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This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-1352 n/a Bug EMIS Patient Mismatch An issue was found where a handful 
of documents sent to EMIS 
practices where causing patient 
mismatch issues. After further 
internal investigation, we found that 
the event date and birth date were 
not forwarded on when the 
documents left the Connect service. 
This issue is now fixed and all data 
is passed across to the endpoint 
upon delivery. 

D10-1216 n/a New 
Feature 

Capture Console – Drag & Drop Customers moving from the EDT 
Hub product to Connect will have 
noticed that the drag and drop 
functionality in the capture console 
did not exist for Connect. Due to 
popular demand, we have now 
added the drag and drop feature. 
Screenshot 1: Drag & Drop 

D10-1229 n/a Change 
request 

User export – user groups and 
document counts 

A request was raised for the user 
export to include user groups as 
well as the document count for each 
user. An amendment has now been 
made to return this data upon 
exporting from the user list. 
Screenshot 2: User export 

D10-1321 n/a Internally 
Logged 

Auto-reject undelivered DM7 
documents 

In order to improve the delivery of 
documents to Docman 7 endpoints 
sent via the OOA service, we 
previously added an auto-rejection 
function to reject any DM7 
documents sat in received status for 
3 days. To improve this functionality 
further these documents will now be 
rejected using the normal OOA 
rejections reasons. 

D10-1322 n/a Internally 
Logged 

Dashboard Alert "Error older than 
24 hours" to include archived 
errors 

An amendment has now been made 
to the dashboard alerts so that the 
“Errors older than 24 hours” to now 
include any errors that are older 
than 24 hours and have been 
archived. 



D10-1330 CHG0001369 Customer 
Logged 

Bit rate with colour conversion After conversion documents in 
colour were not showing true colour, 
this was due to the bits-per-pixel 
being capped at 4. An amendment 
has now been made to allow 32 
bits-per-pixel. 

D10-1388 n/a Internally 
Logged 

Altering Mesh Expired Docs from 
“Errored” to “Rejected” 

The wording when expiring mesh 
documents older than 5 days was 
confusing for some users. To avoid 
ambiguity the wording and status 
will be changed, from errored and 
"no update after 5 days" to rejected 
and "no acknowledgement received 
for over 5 days". 
Screenshot 3: Altering MESH 

 

Screenshots/Test Evidence: N/A 
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Screenshot 2: User export 
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